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Abstract

The pretest-posttest design referred to as Design. 2.by Campbell and.Stanley.

(1963) is-commonly used in educational research And evaluation. -The ten-.

ability of the assumption of a zero populatioridifferenoe commonly use!.1 -ith

this design is questioned A .non-zere population estimate based on the mean

difference observed in test-retest reliability data is recommended,_thns,

allowing for greater control of some of the factors known toeffect Design 2

results. When a control group is available, the, authors recommend that.the_

pretest-posttest difference for the control group be subtracted.froM the

erimental group difference. This will produce a more accurate estimate of

the magnitude of -hange for the tarimental group.



INCREASING THE EFFICIENCY OF

PRETEST-POSTTEST DESIGNS

The one-group pretest-posttest design, referred to by Campbell and

Stanley- (1963)-as Design 2,_ has been criticized for its lack of-validity

-(Campbell & Stanley, 19634 Kerli_ger,- 1973) Oue_ _thod of redUcing the--

number of false inferences -concerning the existence of a- treatment effect

when using Design 2, is to test sample differences against a non-zero popula7

tion.estimate.

When statistically comparing two means the general-form-of the null

hypothesis is )n1 = k. In spite_of. the fact that k can be set to any-

small- value considered -f practi al interest -(Winer, 1971), the overriding:.

. tendency is to set k to zero, the expected .value, so that the null hypOthesis

becomes = While there is nothing stet ally wrong with testing

against an expected value, it is obvious that such a practice results in

maximizing the ensitivity the test

less of any practical implication

Although the authors support

any significant difference, regard-

the mora frequent .use: f-values

than the expected value, th s paper addresses the is

-eater

ue of underestimating

the expected value and. the consequent increase in detecting invalid signi-

ficant differentes IL is in this sense that the word "efficiency" is used

in the title rather than in the sense c statistical power. Actually, using



a value of k greater than the expected value would decrease the power of the

test only if the specific alternative hypothesis used against the ze o

expected value was maintained, and this would not be likely.

In the case of the t test for independent saMples, there is no debate

that the expected value is zero; given random sampling and random assignment

to treatments. However, it is n t reasonable to conclude that an expected

value of zero is correct in tbe case of the t test for correlated samples used

in Design 2. It quite c mon to find the mean of the second administration

of a test to be higher than the mean of the first administration, even over

short periods of time and with no deliberate intervention.

Potential estimates of population differences are available in many

instances, but they are seldom used. One major reason for this is a concern

over the accuracy of such estimates. It is the author's contention, ho ever,

that in most instances of pre and post test' g, the expected differences will

not be zero and that any estimate of k that is greater than zero, but not

in excess of a pre tical difference should be used. When in doubt, it seems

better to overestimate rather than underestinate the expected value.

One estimate of a population difference useful in Design 2 studies can

be obtained by examining the test - retest means from test - retest reliability

data. This mean difference is usually ignored because the reliability co-

efficients are typically high. It is easy to forget that the Pearson

correlation used to obtain test retest reliability is insensitive to changes

in the mean. Stability over time in the test - retest sense refers primarily

--,

to the preservation of relative rank order and does not reflect a change

the mean over time. It is not unusual to have a-test retest reliability

coefficient o 90 and a difference between the test - retest means that is



statistically significant. The authors have fdund that the typical mean

po ttest increase shown in technical reports for IQ tests and achievement

batteries is often significant beyond the .05 level. These measures are

usually taken over a 2- to -6 week period with no intentional treatment

intervention.

As noted earlier, the reluctance to use such estimates of the expected

difference reflects concerns rel-,ted to sampling stability and the comparability

of populations. Rowever,,these concerns are important regardless of the chosen

value of k. It is obviously inappropriate to administer a test designed and

normed on one population to a sample from another population and expect to

have comparable results. Furthermore, population estimates based upon small

heterogeneous samples are not as stable as one would desire. Keeping these

factors in mind, however, the authors still recoand using a statist cally

significant test - retest mean difference as the expected value of k, rather

than zero, because the chances are that even this value will underestimate

the expected value more often than is desirable.

It seems reasonable to assume that such facto s as history, maturation,

the effect of pretest administration and statistical regression are reflected

.to some extent in these.test - retest- mean. differences (Campbell & Stanley,.

The relatively short test7 retest intervals used in. reliability

.analysis will tend to:increase.the e_fect -f some.of these factors while

decreasing the ..effects of the others.- By using ths_test .7 retest mewn.

difference as suggested here the fects of :hese confounding yariabis

shdad be reduced and,: there_ore, increase theyalidity when rejecting the

. null hypothesis.
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The form of the t test for correlated samples is:

where ,ja E is the expected value and D represents the sample mean difference.

The standard error is based upon the sample data obtained for the study regard-

less of the value chosen for ja 5 The recommendation for Design 2 studies

then, is to use the test retest mean difference, if available and significa

as the estimate of ji E When test retest data are not available it may

still be better to select some arbitrary small value of )1 B rather than to

use zero.

When a control group is available and Design 2 is unnecessary, the usual

approaches to analyzing the data are 1) to compare the raw difference scores

for the experimental and control groups using a t test for independent sample

2) to compare the adjusted posttest means of the expeitnental and control

groups usin analyses of covariance with the pretest scores serving as the

covariate. In both of these analyses, one is essentially interested in deter-

hether there is significantly greater gain in the experimental group

than in the control group. However, neither of these procedures deal directly

with the actual magnitude of the gain. While it is true that in the case of

the raw difference score approach the mean difference for each group is avail-

able, this difference for the experimental group is quite likely to be greater

than it should be as noted earlier. Again the overestimate is.based upon a

null hypothesis of Jul p2 Therefore, when control group data is available

and a significant diffe ence bet een the experimental and control groups ha

been found, it may prove advantageous to use a t test for correlated samples
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and analyze the gain In the experimental groups using the control group mean

difference as 11 -. If proper sampling and assignment procedures are

employed, this analysis should reduce the artificial gain attributed to no -

t eatment factors. If the accuracy of the esti ated control group mean

difference is seriously questioned, then one could establish 95 percent

confidence limits for the estimate and select the lower'bound.
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